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With public debate focused sharply on the pottÂ¥utial and hazards of 
atcnafepower,~~scientistsaxes^quj^iaÃ‡ertteatflat-ÃˆWIS 
newdomesticsourceofenergythatcouldsurpassthenation'siffl- 
roensecoalreserves. 
Thisenergy i s in  theformoEmethaneÃ‘CH, thesimplest natural 

hydrocarbon and the ehfcf constituent of natural gas. It ties dissolved 
underpressureinreservoirsofhotsaltwaterdeepbeneaththeGulf 
d - U d - d T - a m b , a s m  
mmhr d tk Huikm &titar&, that th US. Gmkgbl 
Survey estimated in 1975 that eeopressurizetl salt water in onshore 
reservoirs sbsae contained 24,000 quads of methane within normal 
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drilling range. (A quad is an energy unit equal to one quadrillion 
Btu's. The United States currently consumes about 70 quads of energy 
a year.) Other energy specialists have concluded that the energy locked 
into the geothermal methane zone beneath the Gulf may total a phe- 
nomenal 105,000 quads. 

The oil and gas industry is aware of the methane-laden water but 
has long considered it merely an expensive nuisance. The 1973 oil 
embargo and subsequent price increases for all forms of energy sud- 
denly made methane commercially interesting; the hot water in which 
it is contained is also a potential source of geothermal power. 

The technology for drilling and completing wells and separating the 
natural gas from the water already exists. The environmental prob- 
lems arise from the probable subsidence of the land as water is with- 
drawn and from the need to dispose of great quantities of hot salt 
water drawn from the earth. 

A Lawyer Looks 
At Outer Space 

"Earth Exposure to Martian Matter: 
Back Contamination Procedures and In- 
ternational Quarantine Regulations" by 
George S. Robinson, in Columbia Jour- 
nal o f  Transnational Law (vol. 15, no. 
1, 1976), Box 8, School of Law, Columbia 
University, New York, N.Y. 10027. 

As the Soviets demonstrated with their unmanned lunar program, 
the technology exists to recover soil samples from alien planets by 
means of unmanned spacecraft. NASA is now planning a Mars Sur- 
face Sample Return mission; by the early 1980s, the earth's biosphere 
could be subjected to extraterrestrial organisms with the potential for 
creating a serious "biological accident," according to Robinson, assist- 
ant counsel of the Smithsonian Institution and author of the first 
interdisciplinary study of the scientific, legal, and administrative steps 
taken by the United States to protect the earth's biosphere from extra- 
terrestrial contaminants. 

With. space exploration evolving almost totally for reasons of na- 
tional prestige and commercial exploitation, it is not at all clear that 
the legal problems involved in warding off biological contamination 
can be resolved in an international forum before the first NASA 
launch date in 1980. For one thing, quarantine and its application to 
persons (e.g., an astronaut exposed to contamination while conducting 
earth orbital space-lab tests of Martian material) "can shatter the 
integrity of basic provisions in the United States Constitution if 
authority to quarantine is not drafted with care and precision," says 
Robinson. What official, for example, has authority to apprehend, de- 
tain, and quarantine indefinitely a person exposed to Martian matter? 

Since Martian contaminants would first be introduced into inter- 
national airspace and waters, the United States should take the lead 
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